HOW TO PREVENT
REGISTRATION FRAUD
The ultimate guide to responsibly growing a user base
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INTRODUCTION
THE USER BASE IS THE NEW BLACK
For companies doing business online or through mobile applications, user growth (and specifically an active user
base) has become a new form of currency and a key indicator of financial health and sustainability. Even revenue
can take a back seat to user base as a metric that predicts future success. There’s an inextricable link between the
valuation of a company and its user base. In fact, there are several high-profile examples of how the user base can
significantly impact valuation (see chart below). So, naturally, it’s becoming increasingly important to understand the
threats targeting this critical asset, and how to defend against them.

USERS

$
# USERS

FACEBOOK

SNAPCHAT

$

1B USERS

INSTAGRAM

TWITTER

$

1.7B USERS

WHATSAPP

LINKEDIN

VALUATION

$

500M USERS

$

450M USERS

$

300M USERS
150M USERS

$

19B*

1B*

26B*

360B

This eGuide will provide an overview of the current
account fraud landscape and how phone number
risk scoring and two-factor authentication can
help businesses identify and block fraud... paving
the way for profitable and sustainable growth.

16B

18B

Above data pulled at time of content creation and may no longer be up to date.

*Sale Price
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ONLINE BUSINESSES
AND THE EPIDEMIC
OF ACCOUNT FRAUD
“The business of fraud has become
public enemy number one for
mobile and online companies.”
Ryan Disraeli
CO-FOUNDER

(Beyond the Password: The Future of Account Security)

THE PERVASIVE AND GROWING
ISSUE OF FAKE USERS
WE’VE ALL ENCOUNTERED THEM.
No matter what business you’re in or what side of it you’re on, you have felt the negative effects of a fake user.
They sign-up for accounts with online or mobile applications with the sole purpose of wreaking havoc.

82% OF BUSINESSES HAVE CONFIRMED THAT FAKE USERS ARE A PROBLEM.*

FAKE USER FRAUD TYPES
PHISHING

SPAMMING
CREDIT CARD

OF OTHER BONA
FIDE USERS

FRAUD

BULK ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNT

TAKEOVER

SOCIAL
ENGINEERING

*The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business
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HOW FAKE USERS IMPACT BUSINESS

USER ABANDONMENT
•

9% of an organization’s user
base is lost on average after
an attack*

•

4% of business partners
are lost on average after
an attack*

•

34% said fraud caused a
loss of user trust**

“The privacy and security of
all Americans online in their
daily lives is increasingly
integral to our national
security and our economy.”

FINANCIAL LOSSES
•

90% of companies experienced fraud
in the past year**

•

42% of companies who reported fraud
said they experienced financial losses
as a result**

•

$14M reportedly spent by large
organizations to respond to malicious
acts from bad actors*

THE WHITE HOUSE

CONSUMER CONCERNS

(Fact Sheet: Cybersecurity
National Action Plan)

•

80% of consumers worry about online
security**

•

45% are extremely or very concerned
about their accounts being hacked**

•

68% say they want online companies
to provide more security**

“Through a variety of illicit acts, cyber
criminals damage the global economy to
the tune of billions of dollars a year.”
Dr. Larry Ponemon
CHAIRMAN AND FOUNDER, PONEMON INSTITUTE
(The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business)

*Data from: The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business
**Data from: The Future of Account Security Report
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EVALUATE END-USER
RISK AT ACCOUNT
REGISTRATION
“When organizations are able to eliminate
almost all fake registrations and bad
actors, the value of the user base could
increase by an average of 44%.”
(The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business)

ENABLE SECURE GROWTH
FOR ONLINE AND MOBILE APP COMPANIES,
BUSINESS BEGINS WITH ACCOUNT REGISTRATION.
Implementing a process that distinguishes which users are good and which are potentially bad—prior to
registration—yields more real users transacting with the business.

DELIVER BETTER BUSINESS METRICS

BETTER MONTHLY
USAGE STATS

BETTER SALES
PER USER

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration

BETTER CUSTOMER
LIFETIME VALUE

AS A USER BASE GROWS, BUSINESS VALUE INCREASES

BETTER SHAREHOLDER VALUE
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RECOMMENDED FRAUD
PREVENTION SYSTEM
Implementing a process that uses phone number data and analytics, machine
learning and historical fraud data to deliver risk scoring on end-user phone numbers
helps businesses decide whether to “allow, “block,” or “flag” registrations for further
review or verification during account creation.

HOW IT WORKS
MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM

REGISTRATION

1000

0 000 000 0000

ALLOW

RESULTS

EVALUATE
PHONE DATA
ATTRIBUTES

REVIEW
PHONE NUMBER
VELOCITY

DETECT
PHONE NUMBER
TRAFFIC PATTERNS

CHECK
FRAUD
DATABASE

1

FLAG

BLOCK

SCORE

STEP BY STEP
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COLLECT A PHONE NUMBER
At new account registration, asking a user to provide
their phone number enables businesses to gain
valuable intelligence about that user.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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INVOKE MACHINE LEARNING
Utilize machine learning to evaluate phone numbers
for risk of fraud. Machine learning is an algorithm
that uses historical indicators to uncover hidden
insights and predict future events.

To see how TeleSign is
utilizing machine learning
as part of its account
security platform, check
out a short video overview!

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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EVALUATE PHONE DATA
ATTRIBUTES
Information associated with the phone number—
including phone type (mobile, landline, VOIP, burner),
telecom carrier, subscriber’s contact details, status of
the phone, geographic location, and country code—
helps identify any potential red flags.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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REVIEW PHONE
NUMBER VELOCITY
Knowledge about usage activity associated with the
number, like whether it has been seen repeatedly on
one or more Web services within a relatively short
timeframe, should be considered at risk assessment.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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DETECT PHONE NUMBER
TRAFFIC PATTERNS
Anomalous behavior patterns, like frequent account
activity from various geographic locations, can be
a sign that the phone number is being shared by
multiple accounts for fraudulent purposes.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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CHECK FOR
HISTORY OF FRAUD
Running the phone number through a global
phone number reputation data consortium
helps identify any cases of the number
having been associated with fraud.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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SCORE THE NUMBER
A fraud risk level assessment can be made based on
the data collected. This assessment (or “score”) will
help inform the decision of whether to block or allow
the account creation process to continue or whether
the user should be flagged for further review.

*

*

*

*Score numbers and recommendations provided for example purposes only.
Actual results-to-action should be custom set.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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VERIFY FLAGGED USERS WITH
TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
If the resulting risk assessment determines that
a verification/challenge should occur before
proceeding, businesses can then verify the user via
a simple SMS or voice-based one-time passcode.

Evaluate End-User Risk at Account Registration
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CONNECT, PROTECT,
AND ENGAGE
“87% of business leaders say
company’s success depends on
ability to connect with customers
via cloud communications.”
Customer Communications Report

IT’S A CONNECTED WORLD
Growing businesses know that reaching their customers with information and support about their accounts, orders,
and purchases--in real time and in their preferred communication channels--is critical to building brand loyalty,
increasing revenue, and preventing fraud.

CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS INSTANTLY
SMS is widespread. SMS is personalized. SMS is flexible. SMS generates results! So, whether you are looking to acquire
new customers or engage more with existing ones, nothing beats the direct and personal connectivity of SMS.

PROTECT END-USER ACCOUNTS
SMS based two-factor authentication (2FA) adds a second layer of security to end-user accounts to prevent account
takeovers. Send one-time passcodes to your users’ verified phone numbers. Paired with their account credentials, this
passcode serves as verification that they are the true account holder.

ENGAGE CUSTOMERS IN REAL-TIME
SMS helps businesses reach users faster and more efficiently, which drives loyalty, retention and growth.

SMS vs EMAIL
•

98% of SMS messages are read vs. email at 20%

•

90% of SMS messages are read within 3 minutes vs. email at 90 mins to 6 hours

•

19% SMS click through rates vs. email at 2%

•

45% response rate vs email at 6%

Connect, Protect, and Engage
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SMS THRIVES FOR
B2C COMMUNICATIONS
SEND SMS + VOICE CUSTOMER ALERTS & NOTIFICATIONS
• Send order confirmations, shipping & delivery notifications, and real-time status of orders
• Alert customers of stock availability, new products & recalls, scheduled deliveries and payment options
• Notify customers of product promotions, special discounts, loyalty programs and incentives
• Personalize the shopping experience with timely SMS messages and promote repeat purchases

DELIVER INVITES & REMINDERS
• Send customers invitations & reminders to promotional events
• Invite customers to visit store locations – increase sales with doorbuster deals
• Send reminders when customers abandoned carts to rescue sales
• Remind VIP ‘club’ members to use points, promo codes, etc.

BUILD TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS
• Provide instantaneous customer support – send & receive messages from customers
• Create chat-like interactions– prompt customers to take action and reply to messages
• Gather instant feedback from customers – conduct satisfaction surveys, polls & contests

Connect, Protect, and Engage
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TELESIGN: CHANGING
THE WAY BUSINESSES
PREVENT FRAUD &
ENGAGE CUSTOMERS
“TeleSign won out as our CPaaS provider
because of their demonstrated security
expertise, high-quality direct-to-carrier
routes and global coverage.”
Dave Engberg
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

APIs TO ADD SECURITY
& COMMUNICATIONS

Score API

SMS API

Delivers reputation scoring based
on phone number intelligence,
traffic patterns, machine learning
and a global data consortium.

An API that enables developers
to build communications and
account security SMS messaging
into web and mobile applications.

ASSESS FRAUD RISK WITH PHONE NUMBER
INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING

COMMUNICATE MORE EFFECTIVELY AND
PROVIDE A CRITICAL CUSTOMER TOUCHPOINT

At an alarming rate, bad actors are creating online and mobile
application accounts that result in spam, phishing attacks, promo
abuse and other costly fraud. Through the registration of fake
accounts, fraudsters are able to attack legitimate users and damage a
brand’s value, revenue and growth. Effectively identifying and blocking
these harmful users at account registration, while streamlining the
process for authentic and valuable users, has become critical.

Provide timely, personalized information through SMS-based alerts,
reminders, notifications, invites, one-time-passcodes (OTPs) and other
automated messages directly from websites or mobile applications.
Experience increased user engagement, satisfaction rates, customer
lifetime values (CLV) and faster growth.

TeleSign: Changing the Way Businesses Prevent Fraud & Engage Customers
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BENEFITS OF USING
TELESIGN

REDUCE RISK
OF FRAUD
Increase value of user
base by up to 44%

RAISE CUSTOMER
LIFETIME VALUES
Better customer
experiences increases
revenue

INCREASE USER
ENGAGEMENT
10-30% increases in
conversion rates

IMPROVE CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION RATES
CSAT Rates increase
by 25% or more

DRIVE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGES
Be the 1st to WOW
your customers

TeleSign: Changing the Way Businesses Prevent Fraud & Engage Customers
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WHY TELESIGN
RELIABLE GLOBAL COVERAGE

ATTRACTIVE PRICING MODELS

Reach the most people and ensure message delivery to end-users in

Free online trial, pay-as-you-go/grow and standard and

over 200 counties and territories and in 87 different languages.

enterprise price plans available.

HIGH QUALITY, DIRECT-TO-CARRIER ROUTES

SERVICE & SUPPORT

Connect directly with hundreds of carriers around the world for

Self-service developer portal, global compliance

optimized speed, reliability and high global SMS deliverability.

expertise, traffic monitoring and alerting, detailed
documentation, and UX/UI consulting.

ONE PLATFORM
With our platform, you can manage both SMS customer
communications and account security.

TeleSign: Changing the Way Businesses Prevent Fraud & Engage Customers
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GET STARTED TODAY

www.telesign.com

+1 800 850 3485

@TeleSign

TeleSign is a communications platform as a service (CPaaS) company, founded on security. Since 2005, TeleSign has been a trusted partner to the
world’s leading websites and mobile applications, helping secure billions of end-user accounts. Today, TeleSign’s data-driven, cloud communications
platform is changing the way businesses engage with customers and prevent fraud.
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